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Abstract
The non-acceptance of end-user computing, especially end-user programming leads to misconceptions
and consequently to the underdevelopment of the wide public in computer-supported problem solving.
To find methods in connection with end-user computing, the available sources and their application and
usage had to be analysed, from which a selection is presented in this paper. On the contrary to the
surface navigation approaches, we provide the essence of Sprego programming, which is a high
mathability, computer-supported real world problem solving approach in spreadsheet environments,
along with its theoretical background and tools. Sprego heavily relies on the previously published
results which proved that functional languages serve novice programmers better than imperative
languages, the functional data flow modelling, Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge in
spreadsheets, the functional language built into spreadsheets, and their simple interface which lessens
the coding burden. We have found and proved that Sprego is an effective programming approach in
end-user computing and beyond that it supports knowledge transfer between the subfields of computers
sciences and other traditional sciences.
1. The state of art
1.1. The acceptance of end-user computing
“This paper presents a model for recognition of errors in
documents … This is a shame: I like the paper's subject matter;
but this does not mean I believe that it belongs in a computing
education conference.” (private collection)
The above citation clearly describes the non-acceptance of end-user computing within computer science
education, which is in accordance with the statement of Panko & Port (2013), who found that end-user
computing seems invisible to IT professionals, corporate managers, and information system researchers.
Beyond that we are faced with another misconception, namely that computer science is identified with
computer driving license (Freiermuth et al., 2008; Hromkovič, 2009; Csernoch, 2017). Consequently,
end-user computing is led by profit-oriented software companies, mostly proposing their belief in the
fix nature of sciences (Wolfram, 2010, 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Csernoch, 2017), focusing on
marketable software interfaces, which leads to secluded and mindless usage of tools, and ultimately to
an extremely high number of error prone documents (Ben-Ari, 2011; Csernoch & Biró, 2014b, 2015e;
Bewig, 2005; Burnett, 2009; EuSpRIG horror stories, 2015; Panko, 2008; Pemberton & Robson, 2000;
Spreadshite, 2015; Thorne & Ball, 2008). In general, knowledge-transfer between the subfields of
informatics/computer sciences and other traditional sciences is barely detectable. The wide public –
end-users, not rarely over confident end-users (Panko 2015; SCF, 2016) – are not trained to use
computers in real world problem solving but they are guided and specialized – if not self-taught – to
pass exams and to carry out limited, problem oriented tasks.
1.2. Functions: a link between end-user programming, programming, and mathematics
In the course of analysing the recommendations of the different national curricula and the practices, we
have come to the conclusion that much less attention is paid to the notion of function in spreadsheet
environments. The functional language of spreadsheets, the concept of function and the general
behaviour of functions are not emphasized. This negligence of function has a noticeable consequence
in that spreadsheets are not considered as a practicing field of calling, applying functions when dealing
with real world problems. We can find sources which claim that functional modelling and functional
languages can better serve as introductory languages than imperative languages, but these findings have

not reached the wider public (Booth, 1992; Lovászová & Hvorecký, 2003; Hubwieser, 2004, Schneider,
2004, 2005, Sestoft, 2011; Warren, 2004, Kadijevic, 2013).
Spreadsheet functions in general are n-ary, and in special cases variadic functions. Teaching them both
in maths and in ICT/CS classes would be a great opportunity to introduce n-ary functions in practice,
to give examples of how the arguments can be filled in, what role the order of the arguments plays, how
the different data types can be taken care of, how composite functions can be created and evaluated,
and how the arguments and the values of the embedded functions are connected. This approach is in
accordance with long expressed results of research in developing functional thinking “Research,
including early algebra research, suggests that students’ flexibility with multiple representations both
reflects and promotes deeper mathematical insights (Behr et al., 1983; Brizuela & Earnest, 2008; Goldin
& Shteingold, 2001). Brizuela & Earnest note that ‘the connections between different representations
help to resolve some of the ambiguity of isolated representations, [so] in order for concepts to be fully
developed, children will need to represent them in various ways’.” (Blanton & Kaput, 2011).
1.3. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TCPK)
Our arguing considering the acceptance and utilization of end-user programming is in close connection
with TCPK which clearly states that “…it is not sufficient for teachers to be knowledgeable about
technology or pedagogy in order to use technology efficiently in the classroom. … teachers need also
to know how technology can be integrated with specific content in meaningful ways.” (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). Angeli went one step further and detailed the conditions in which TCPK can be used
effectively in spreadsheet environments: “ teachers need to (1) develop educational rationale about why
spreadsheet are important to teach, (2) understand the educational affordances of spreadsheet in
teaching particular content domain, (3) identify content domains that can benefit from the use of
spreadsheets, (4) be knowledgeable of students’ learning difficulties with spreadsheets, and (5) teach
spreadsheets within the context of a meaningful curriculum topic” (Angeli, 2013).
2. Programming vs. “user-friendly” spreadsheet management
“I think computers are the greatest tool for conceptually understanding math. … they liberate you from
calculating to think at a higher level. But like all tools, they can be used completely mindlessly…”
(Wolfram, 2010).
What we primarily experience in spreadsheet environments is the mindless usage of tools. Spreadsheet
programs in general do not support functionality and programming. The software companies prefer to
communicate the “user friendly” aspect of these programs and environments. They declare that there is
no need for any background knowledge in order to use these programs, since the available software
tools can fulfil the users’ aims perfectly. Unfortunately, this approach is almost unconditionally
accepted in education, where most teachers and teaching materials communicate the software
companies’ profit oriented slogans, instead of focusing on the algorithmic approach to problem solving
in spreadsheet environments. The software companies’ user friendly slogans emphasize the role of the
environments, and they introduce more and more novel surface tools which enchant end-users, without
giving any further thought to the problems. Unfortunately, this approach is highly supported by the
widely accepted ECDL exams (Csernoch, 2017), the recently published Spreadsheet Competency
Framework (SCF, 2016), teaching and learning materials – including printed and online coursebooks,
built-in wizards and helps, and various ICT/CS curricula.
However, within spreadsheets there are tools available, although they are not emphasized, which serve
high mathability problem solving, for short end-user programming. In this framework we have
introduced Sprego – Spreadsheet Lego –, which fulfils all the requirements of high mathability,
computer-supported real world problem solving in spreadsheet environments (Csernoch & Biró, 2013,
2014a, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015d, 2015e; Biró & Csernoch, 2014, Biró et al., 2015a, 2015b). Sprego
matches the requirements of functional data flow modelling, takes further advantage of functional
languages (Booth, 1992, Sestoft 2011; Hubwieser, 2004; Warren, 2004; Scheider, 2004, 2005), relies
heavily on real world artefacts – authentic tables in the present environment –, the concept of function,
Boolean expressions, n-dimensional vectors, and discussion and debugging.

We claim that these concepts can be introduced as early as primary maths and ICT/CS classes, and
show, on one hand, how teaching mathematics and ICT/CS can be reformed, in accordance with both
Wolfram (2010) and Gove (2012), on the other hand, how we can provide various examples which can
develop the students’ rule-recognition and rule-following skills, help building their concept of function
(Blanton & Kaput, 2011; Skemp, 1987, Vuorikari et al., 2016), and teach them programming in enduser environments. These are the tools which end-users need to make fast but reliable decisions
(Csernoch, 2017).
3. Sprego: end-user programming in functional languages
3.1. Problem solving in Sprego
Sprego (Csernoch, 2014; Csernoch & Biró, 2015b, 2015c) focuses on the programming and data
management aspects of spreadsheets, relies heavily on the concept of function, emphasizes the role of
multilevel and multivariable – n-ary – functions, and applies them intensively. The concept and
algorithmic aspects are at the centre of attention when using Sprego, similar to mathematics (Pólya,
1954) and to other programming and data management environments (Vuorikari et al., 2016).
3.2. Sprego functions
Sprego declares that instead of the 500+ “user friendly” functions of spreadsheets, only a dozen general
purpose functions – Sprego12 – would serve as the basis for an effective high mathability problem
solving method (Csernoch, 2014; Biró & Csernoch 2015a, 2015b, Csernoch, 2017). This predicted
number is in accordance with findings in programming (Hromkovič, 2014; Mayer, 1981) and in general
spreadsheet use (Walkenbach, 2010).
Sprego12 contains the following functions:
•
•
•

handling strings: LEFT(), RIGHT(), LEN(), SEARCH() (in which students were found better
than handling numbers (Szanyi, 2015)
handling numbers: SUM(), AVERAGE(), MAX(), MIN()
making decisions based on yes/no question(s)conditions, handling vectors, and handling errors:
IF(), MATCH() and INDEX(), and ISERROR().

We have to emphasize here that the set of Sprego functions is an open set; consequently, any general
purpose function can be added, according to the problems which emerge (Csernoch, 2014).
3.3. Authentic tables
It is obvious that spreadsheet environments and tables work as sources of both functional modelling
and problem solving; however we have to be aware that setting school tasks in the context of ‘real
world’ situations, for example through the use of word problems, is not sufficient to make them
meaningful for pupils (Angeli, 2013;. Ainley & Pratt claimed (2005) that “…there is considerable
evidence of the problematic nature of pedagogic materials which contextualize mathematics in
supposedly real-world settings, but fail to provide a purpose that makes sense to pupils. … We see the
purposeful nature of the activities as a key feature of out-of-school contexts which can be brought into
the classroom through the creation of well-designed tasks.” However, badly-designed ‘realistic’ test
items and tasks do not serve the original purpose (Cooper & Dunne, 2000) for various reasons. One of
the main reasons is that students’ lack of background knowledge does not allow them to build the
concept, and from that point on, solve the problem (Csernoch et al., 2015; Csernoch & Biró, 2016).
Burnett (2009) discussed similar findings focusing on end-user programming and programmers. She
claimed that end-user programmers tend to focus on the content and the problems which they are
interested in. The common ground of these different approaches is the use of authentic tables from real
world contexts. Furthermore, research has clearly proved that one of the reasons for failure when
teaching spreadsheets is the decontextualized and technocentric teaching methods (Angeli, 2013;
Csernoch & Biró, 2016; Mireault, 2016; Csernoch, 2017).
Authentic tables allow students to carry out real data analyses: here the focus is not on knowledge
brought into the class from outside, but on knowledge offered by the table. By becoming familiar with
the table at the beginning of the process of problem solving, students can grasp the characteristics of

the data and can also reveal connections between the various items. This explains the students’
preference of text-based problems.
3.4. Array formulas
Beyond the Sprego functions, another hardly known spreadsheet tool is applied in Sprego, namely the
array formula (Sestoft, 2011; Walkenbach, 2010; Wilcox & Walkenbach, 2003). Software companies
recommend copying the formulas, even though this method has been recognized as one of the main
sources of spreadsheet errors (Panko, 2013) along with the different reference types and their learning
difficulties (Angeli, 2013), which are unavoidable when formulas are copied.
At the beginning of the learning process, array formulas rules out copying formulas and cell references,
and leaving space for these concepts in advanced studies. On the other hand, we can introduce onedimensional arrays, vectors, and use them intensively in problem solving. With this tool, we can
introduce the n-dimensional vector in maths classes also, which is considered higher mathematics in
most curricula, but essential in high level programming languages.
3.5. Data types
“Serious” programming and data management blame spreadsheets for negligent data-type-management
(Panko & Port, 2013; Vágner & Zsakó, 2015). However, we argue that automated type recognition
would serve as a convenient tool for novices. In this environment students do not have to handle the
different data types manually, consequently, they can focus on the problem, the model, and the content
of arguments instead of the coding details. The immediate output would also help students recognizing
the data type of the output of the formulas (Data Sets, 2008). Beyond this, consciously pre-prepared
tables – depending on the level of students and the goal(s) of the tasks and classes – would allow
teachers to apply them with various purposes.
According to Schneider (2005), the subject of Boolean data types and Boolean functions has
disappeared from some curricula in mathematics. However, in informatics it is a fundamental data type.
In Sprego, Boolen expressions are introduced in the form of yes/no questions – the phenomenon
transferred from language studies – and primarily used to as the ‘inside’ formula for making decisions
based on the answers to the questions. Students at a very early age would form yes/no questions and
decide on the output based on the answers.
Consequently, introducing Boolean data type and functions in a computer environment would also
change the maths curricula. It is not only the output of formulas which can be considered in relation to
data types but also the arguments and operands of these formulas. To make these formulas work the
students have to be aware of the data types which the functions and the operators can accept. In
spreadsheets we do this without the tiresome direct definition and declaration of variables and arrays.
3.6. Discussing, debugging
Spreadsheets are also blamed for not supporting discussion and debugging. It is true that built-in
functions and the algorithms behind them are undetectable (Csernoch, 2014). However, by applying
Sprego we are able to evaluate the formulas step-by-step, just as we do in “serious” programming
(Csernoch, 2014, 2015; Biró & Csernoch, 2013, 2014, 2015a, 2015b; Csernoch & Biró, 2014a, 2014b,
2015b, 2015c).
However, the discussion and debugging of solutions involves far more than checking the syntactic
correctness of the formulas. In spreadsheets, due to automatic type recognition, the data types always
have to be thoroughly checked by the user. Automatic type recognition is both a blessing and a curse.
On one hand, it helps beginners to recognize the assigned data types along with the types of the output
values of the functions and reduces the coding burden, which plays a crucial role in end-user
programming (Section 3.5). On the other hand, automated data type recognition would be irreversible.
Undesired conversions have to be corrected or techniques have to be found to prevent automated data
type recognition (Csernoch, 2014; Csernoch, 2015). Beyond these errors, similar to programming,
semantic errors are the most demanding in spreadsheets.
In general, we can conclude that it is primarily the user’s responsibility to handle the errors in their
work. In a teaching-learning situation, discussion and debugging, both as pre- and in-class activities,
play a crucial role.

3.7. Sprego coding
Once the model and the algorithm (Csernoch, 2014; Csernoch & Biró, 2015b, 2015c; Schneider, 2005)
are clarified to a problem, the coding is carried out in a spreadsheet environment (Csernoch, 2014;
Csernoch & Biró, 2015b, 2015c; Schneider, 2005). Sprego supports the building of composite functions,
however, it is always the user’s decision whether to introduce additional variables or arrays for
displaying partial results or not – similar to traditional programming environments.
Building composite or embedded functions, we start with the innermost function. The output of the
function is one of the arguments of the function outside the first one. This second function has an output
again, and so on, until we reach the outermost function, whose output is the solution of the problem. At
present, composite functions are barely taught in general education, however, with Sprego this concept
can also be introduced at a very early age (for further details see Sections 3.8).
In Sprego the process of problem solving does not focus on browsing through the 500+ functions, but
rather on the algorithm, and on calling with fast thinking a couple of familiar functions in the coding
process (Kahneman, 2011). In the case of building the multilevel functions we advance from inside out,
all the steps can be evaluated, the results can be displayed step-by-step, and as such, discussed and
debugged. Consequently, the other advantage of this coding method is that it reduces the risk of creating
erroneous spreadsheet documents. The application of array formulas allows us avoiding the repeated
copying of the extracted formulas, so one frequent source of errors in spreadsheet documents.
Using additional variables and arrays and displaying all the outputs of the algorithms step-by-step has
its advantages and disadvantages. Its advantages are that formulas are simple – holding only one step –
and the output of each step is clearly presented. The disadvantages are that a vector or a variable has to
be created for each step and the spreadsheet would be loaded with unnecessary data.
3.8. Unplugged and semi-unplugged Sprego tools
The unplugged tools invented for supporting Sprego programming would help youngsters and novice
end-user programmers in building functional models and composite structures.
The simplest unplugged tools are shortened but enlarged text-based printed samples which students can
cut into pieces according to the requirements of the tasks. The printed or semi-printed forms – prepared
for printing but displayed on digital tools – of tables serve students as playgrounds where they can carry
out the algorithms manually.
However, the main attraction of these tools is the hand-made or pre-prepared matrjoska dolls with all
their accessories. A set of matrjoska dolls is a handy tool for building composite functions. The students
can work with their own dolls and there is one additional set for the teacher to work on the board. Even
the uncompleted sets can be used – pieces mysteriously disappear –, e.g. for displaying the mismatched
pairs of parentheses.
In our experience the set of dolls are accompanied with paper balls, post-its, and stickers. The pieces of
paper serve as the input variables or arrays, which can be inserted into the dolls. On the stickers the
code, the steps of the algorithm, the output data, and/or the output data type can be written and placed
around the doll. These stickers also serve as a tool to “close” a doll (a function), showing that whatever
happens inside the doll, by closing it we only see the output, and this value serves as an input for the
outside doll (function). For further specification, e.g. for distinguishing the different data types we can
use different colours of pens or tapes. When students disassemble their dolls, there is an opportunity to
go through again the functional model, the algorithm. Beyond that the tapes can be stickered into the
students’ notebook in the proper order, without additional writing exercises.
However, the original matrjoska dolls are too valuable for frequent usage in classes. Consequently, we
had to develop methods for creating dolls. We can buy readymade sets of barrels in stores. They would
serve well, but still expensive. Beyond that we have experienced that the order of the colours of the sets
is not necessarily the same, and usually does not match the colour of the teacher’s set. We found that
our own 3D-printed sets serve us the best. There are no colour problems, the students can use their own
sets from classes to classes, and they are available at a reasonable price. On further solution for creating
dolls is origami. We have found that origami boats can be folded into closed objects, which can hold
the smaller ones. The advantages of the paper boats are that students can create them at the beginning

of the class – it takes only a couple of minutes –, the number of boats needed depends on the number
of steps of the algorithm, there is no need for tapes and stickers – we can write on the side of the boats
–, and finally, the sets can be inserted into the notebooks, as a complete task.
The pre-service teachers of our faculty are developing mobile applications with small animations for
the fundamental Sprego problems (Csapó & Sebestyén, 2015). The animations display the steps of the
algorithms in simple contexts, whose avatars are the matrjoska dolls. The application is under
construction and development but the actual version is available and the students are open for further
suggestions (Csapó & Sebestyén, 2017).
Functions can be introduced as early as the first grade maths classes (Blanton & Kaput 2004 cited in
Blanton & Kaput, 2011). A typical example of dealing with functions is filling in the missing cells of a
table, based on a word-task or the other way around, finding rule(s) based on the sample values of the
table (Blanton & Kaput, 2011). Similar but interactive function machines can be created in spreadsheets.
One example is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – A spreadsheet application and its accompanying formula to simulate a function machine.
4. Summary
We have presented Sprego as a tool for developing the students’ notion of function and their
programming skills in already existing spreadsheet environments.
In programming languages, handling functions is essential; however, in imperative languages, handling
variables and arrays seems extremely demanding, especially for those who do not want to be
professional programmers. In declarative languages the focus is much more on the problems than on
the coding details. Being aware of the advantages of functional languages, the simplified environment
of spreadsheets and the concept of functions introduced in maths classes, we developed a method which
mathematics, ICT/CS, and end-user computing can benefit from.
5. Conclusions
It is generally understood that there is a great need for fundamental changes in both the maths and
ICT/CS curricula and we are in great need of methods supporting computer-aided real world problem
solving. However, it seems less obvious that the maths and ICT/CS subjects are interwoven and changes
introduced in one should affect the other. It is claimed that programming would help students in
developing their procedural thinking better than other previously accepted subjects, but further
connections have hardly been made. Some of the approaches focus on imperative languages, while
others search for less traditional programming tools. In spite of the obvious connection between the two
subjects through functions, less attention has been paid to functional languages and the roles they would
play in teaching functions in mathematics.
With Sprego we can revolutionize the teaching of composite and n-ary functions, can introduce vector
and Boolean expressions in basic maths curricula, and offer a spreadsheet-based high mathability
problem solving approach. Beyond supporting studies in mathematics, Sprego fulfils the need for an
applicable method in functional languages; it takes advantage both of the functional languages and the
familiar environments of spreadsheets.
Beyond the obvious connection to mathematics and programming, the extremely high number of
available authentic tables would provide real world problems to solve in various classes. With this tool,
Sprego is TCPK compatible, which emphasizes the importance of those contents which are interesting

for the students, connected to other subjects and generate questions, and lead to real discussions and
debugging.
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